Avast Ultimate

The ultimate protection, privacy and performance — all in one box

One bundle does it all
The world’s largest threat-detection
network, paired with machine-learning
technology and behavioral analysis
— this antivirus is not like the others.

The ultimate in
antivirus protection

The ultimate in online
privacy

The ultimate in
convenience

Our most advanced antivirus is your
lightest, toughest defence against
viruses, ransomware, spyware, zerosecond threats and more — and it
protects your home network
and webcam too.

Hide everything you do online from
hackers, snoopers, trackers and
advertisers under unbreakable, 256bit bank-grade encryption, and enjoy
your favorite content from all over the
world — all with one click.

We like your PC clean, fast and
efficient. Speed up and revive your
computer in minutes, and shorten
your boot time, big time. Manage your
accounts with just one password, and
forget the rest. How’s that for a start?

Avast Ultimate
What’s in the box:

System Requirements:

Avast Premier Antivirus

Avast SecureLine VPN

Advanced protection for your PC and home
Wi-Fi network. Includes Ransomware Shield
technology that protects your photos and
personal files from hijacking, and Webcam
Shield to nip webcam spying in the bud.

Browse, bank and shop online in complete
privacy thanks to our 256-bit bank-grade
encryption that keeps your activity hidden from
hackers and curious agencies. Change your
location and watch your favorite videos. All with
one click.

Avast Cleanup Premium

Avast Passwords Premium

The ultimate PC junk blaster — speed up
your PC in minutes with our advanced tune
up tool, and enjoy extra convenient one-click
maintenance and automatic daily cleanings.
Shortcut, disk, and browser cleaner? All
included.

Manage your accounts with just one password
and zero hassle. Safely autofill and sync your
login details across your devices, and let our
Password Guardian keep an eye out for leaks.
Then there’s One-Touch Login — just tap your
phone and go.

Windows:
Processor Pentium 4, 256 MB RAM | 2 GB
of free hard disk space Microsoft Windows XP SP3/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 (32/64 bit)
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